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A record crowd attended the 2012 Oregon State
Denturist Association (OSDA) spring conference
held in April at Three Rivers Casino in Florence
Oregon. While the appeal of this event can be
attributed in part to the popularity of the venue,
a good bet would be that the program, created
in response to the recently expanded Oregon
denturist scope of practice, was the primary
attraction.
The conference opened with a presentation by
Bates Denturist Program Director Ken Kais,
speaking on tempromandibular joint disorder. His
program, rated by many as a consensus conference
highlight, provided the audience with a general
overview of the condition and its relationship to
sleep disorders.
“The new Oregon law that allows Denturists to
provide non-orthodontic removable appliances
should excite all practitioners,” Ken believes.
“Creating bleaching trays, sports guards and
bruxing splints is a wonderful service to provide
to patients as well as their family members.”
“But providers need to be careful,” he cautions.
“With bruxing patients they should be certain
there is no evidence of TMD; and the same goes
for snoring and sleep apnea. These conditions
should be addressed only with a dental or medical
prescription.”
Continuing with the theme of general information
on expanded scope of practice topics, Sleep
Therapist and past president of the Pacific
Northwest Sleep Association Meaghan Smith
presented a general-yet-detailed program
describing the nature of sleep disorders and their
treatment. She covered the benefits that sleeping
provides to physical and mental well being and
what happens when normal sleep patterns are
disrupted.
Meaghan left the conference feeling positive about
denturists and their potential role in treating sleep

Chris Chapman shared his experiences making sleep apnia
devices with those at the OSDA Spring Conference

disorders. “The group seemed very interested and
engaged in the topic,” she felt,“and once denturists
learn to identify patients that can effectively use an
obstructive sleep breathing disorder dental device,
I believe that they will be a welcome addition to
the treatment team.”
Shifting from general discussions to a conversation
on specific experiences, Oregon denturist Chris
Chapman, who over a two year span collaborated
with a sleep disorder doctor to make apnea
treatment devices for nine people, spoke on
working with patients suffering from sleep apnea
and creating these devices.
“I very much enjoyed the opportunity to share
my experiences in this exciting new field,” Chris
said. “Many denturists are probably planning to
add sleep disorder treatment to their scope of
practice and I hope my presentation provided a
vision for how they might begin responding to the
needs of those with sleep problems.”
Continued on page 7
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A Message from the President
By: Heidi van Giffen, L.D., OSDA President
Hello Everyone,

“We need your
support and
participation
to further
the denturist
cause.”

First off, I was very pleased
to
see
the
increased
attendance at our recent
spring conference. Thanks
to all of you who joined us in
Florence and made this such a
successful event. Responding
to our recently expanded
scope of practice, the OSDA has been focusing
on providing education that prepares Oregon
denturists to provide their patients with a wider
range of removable appliances. I stress that all
denturists get the necessary education and training
before offering these exciting new services to their
patients. We are gearing up for another eventful
conference this fall where we intend to continue
offering programs supporting your expanded
practice opportunities. I hope to see you there!
I also want to report that In May I visited Bates
Technical College to talk to the students in the
Denturist program about the association. Making
soon-to-be licensed denturists aware of what a
denturist association is and what it does is one
important way of encouraging them to get actively
involved with in their profession beyond their own
practice. Denturism exists in the United States
because individuals got involved and fought to
make it happen. Today denturist associations across
the country promote and fight for the denturist
profession and can only be successful with the
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continued active support of its membership.
Here in Oregon, OSDA leadership, with the help
of membership, has made great strides in recent
months to take on more responsibility for the
routine operation of the association, and I am proud
of their commitment and effort in helping us reach
our goals. At the same time, I am sad to say that
fewer than 50 percent of Oregon denturists are
members of the OSDA. We need your support and
participation to further the denturist cause, and I
encourage those of you who are not members to
join and help us grow.
Encouraging the growth of denturism locally is
important. When I was exploring my interest in the
profession two denturists in my community told
me what it was like to be a denturist. I am thankful
for their encouragement and guidance, and urge
all denturists to open their doors to individuals
inquiring into our profession.Who knows, they just
might become the OSDA President someday!
Again, I hope to see you at the fall conference.
Until then, have a safe and fun summer! Finally, a
word about 1-800-NEW DENTURE, a national
advertising and referral program that all OSDA
members can participate in. I think it is important
that we take advantage of this opportunity.
Please see the insert to this newsletter for more
information and to sign up.
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A Difficult Task Calls for Strong Fiber
Editor’s Note: This article was provided by Preet Corporation

A challenge for Dental Professionals is fabricating
an esthetic, yet strong and functional prosthesis
when there is limited vertical space. This case
presentation details a patient who fractured a
new mandibular overdenture yet was unwilling
to compromise on esthetics with the repair.
The patient had limited space to place denture
teeth, acrylic, and attachments over the implant
superstructure. After reviewing the options, the
dental team chose to remake the denture with
eFiber fiber reinforcement in order to provide
strength but not compromise esthetics.
The patient presented with a fractured mandibular
overdenture retained by three Locator attachments
on a CAD-CAM implant supported titanium bar.
Rather than repairing the fractured prosthesis, the
decision was made to fabricate a new stronger
prosthesis utilizing reinforcement.
The challenge to the dental team was to increase
prosthesis strength while maintaining esthetics in
minimal acrylic and interocclusal space.
Woven fibers or metal compromise denture
esthetics and require thicker areas of acrylic to hide
the reinforcement. The material chosen needed to
be translucent for esthetics while allowing optimal
positioning to resist fracture forces and provide
strength.
eFiber and Perma Mesh were chosen to strengthen
the overdenture.
Unidirectional eFiber is
stronger than multi-directional fiber or metal yet
is translucent to maintain maximum esthetics.
eFiber does not require special tools or expensive
equipment and is easy to use. The fiber uniquely
bonds to denture base acrylic and both acrylic and
composite denture teeth to allow for esthetic and
optimal placement of the reinforcement, ideally
perpendicular to the fracture forces. The Dental
Team chose to bond the strong unidirectional
eFiber to the denture teeth, placing the strongest
(unidirectional) fiber at the optimal (junction of
denture tooth and acrylic) position (perpendicular)
to the masticating fracture forces.
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Figure 1

The Dental Team decided that the entire
prosthesis—and not just the anterior—would be
reinforced with eFiber to reduce chances of future
prosthesis failure. A length of wax rope was placed
on the teeth and used to measure the length of
eFiber needed. The fiber was cut to the desired
length. Starting with posterior teeth, the Technician
bonded eFiber to the composite denture teeth
by light curing the fiber onto each tooth for 3-5
seconds (Figure 2).
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Figure 2

A Stepper tool was used to block out adjacent
teeth and eliminate premature curing of the fiber
(Figure 3).

After the diagnostic set-up was approved, the
denture was flasked and boiled out. The composite
denture teeth were primed with eFiber Bonding
agent (Figure 1).
Page 3

Figure 3
Continued on page 6
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Delay in Rulemaking
Provides Opportunity to Comment
By: Randy Everitt, Director - Oregon Health Licensing Agency
With a full slate of issues to
be addressed as the Board of
Denture Technology begins a
comprehensive review of the
Oregon Administrative Rules
(OAR) for the profession in
August, we are encouraging
participation and comment
from the state’s denturists.

“Feel out of
the loop?
Get on
OHLA’s
contact list!”

As communicated in my last column for The
Oregon Denturist, the “marquee” issue will no
doubt be follow-up on House Bill 2145 from the
2011 session of the Oregon Legislature. HB 2145
allows denturists to provide “other removable nonorthodontic dental appliances.”
While mapping out the details related to HB 2145
will be a challenge, it won’t be the only issue to
be addressed by the board. As the board has not
conducted a comprehensive rule review since 2004,
several other issues will keep the board’s Legislation
& Rules Committee busy in the coming months
• Training Requirements
• Temporary Licensure – HB 2145
• Application Requirements
• Renewal Requirements
• Continuing Education
• Practice Standards

• Informed Consent – teeth whitening gels
• Patient Abandonment
• Termination of Care
Below you will find the administrative rulemaking
schedule that runs through February 15, when the
revised permanent rules are expected to become
effective:
All meetings are held at the Oregon Health
Licensing Agency (OHLA) in Salem unless otherwise
noted. Please visit http://www.oregon.gov/OHLA/
DT/Pages/DTlaws_rules.aspx in August for more
information on upcoming rulemaking.
Feel out of the loop? Get on OHLA’s contact list!
OHLA has been conducting an agency-wide effort to
promote the use of the agency’s contact distribution
lists for licensees and other stakeholders.
Would you like to receive an email notification
of administrative rulemaking meetings and board
meetings?
Visit http://www.oregon.gov/OHLA/
Pages/global/Board_Meetings.aspx, then click on:
Request To Be Added To The Administrative Mailing
List for the form. Fill it out – email it in!
If you would like to receive meeting notifications via
postal mail, indicate that on the form, although we
are encouraging the use of email to reduce staff time
conducting mailings (and the associated postage
costs) and to cut down on paper use. (We like to
save trees, too.)

Administrative Rulemaking Schedule
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Date			

Action						

		

February 6, 2012
August 6, 2012		
September 7, 2012
September 24, 2012
November 1, 2012
November 28, 2012
January 7, 2013
February 4, 2013
February 15, 2013

Board meeting approve rulemaking schedule			
Legislation & Rules Committee fiscal impact review		
Legislation & Rules Committee fiscal impact review		
Board meeting approve proposed rules & fiscal impact
Notice of proposed rules –Oregon Bulletin
Last day for public comment
Legislation & Rules Committee fiscal impact review		
Board meeting adopt permanent rules 			
Permanent rules effective

Time

1 pm
9 am
9 am
9 am

9 am
9 am
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Denturist Profile - Cindi Rohrer
Early in life she was a
self-described
“train
wreck,” leaving home
at 14, becoming a
mother at 18 and
earning a GED while
pregnant yet again. At
21 she was living in
Milwaukie,
Oregon,
having just delivered
her second child and was in the process of ending
an unsuccessful marriage. But this was far from the
beginning of the end for Cindi Rohrer.
Feeling that her job at that time would not
adequately support her family, Cindi began to
explore her options. “I took an aptitude test at
Portland Community College (PCC),” she recalls,
“and discovered I had a knack for dental laboratory
work. I had always been interested in dentistry, but
being a single mom, I didn’t have the time or energy
to go to dental school.”
Acting on this personal insight, she attended
Portland Paramedical College and learned the
skills of a dental laboratory technician. Upon
graduation Cindi remarried and began her new
career, first working for a couple Portland area
dental laboratories and later opening her own lab
in Forest Grove, which she ran for eighteen years.
As he was graduating from high school and looking
towards his future, Cindi’s son encouraged her to
do the same and “upgrade” herself professionally.
Taking his advice to heart, she began to once again
explore options.
“At first I was thinking about becoming a hygienist”
she recalls,“but realized that I would still be working
for dentists, which was not a direction I wanted to
go. I wanted to continue to work on my own and
as close to a professional equal to a dentist as I
possibly could.”
During this time she spoke with Bob Cain, a
denturist practicing near her lab about his work,
and decided that becoming a denturist was the
direction she wanted to go.
While maintaining her laboratory business, over
the next three years Cindi took classes at PCC,
Chemeketa College in Salem and Mount Hood
College in Gresham and interned with Cain to get
required practical experience. “I’m so thankful to

have had the opportunity to work with Bob,” she
says. “He’s a really fine denturist, and I learned to
love my work by working with him.”
Cindi was a good intern,” Cain recalls. “She is a
people person and was excellent with patients. Her
priority was to do everything she could to make a
patient’s denture as good as it could be. And with
her good sense of humor there was never a dull
moment while she was here.”
There was no doubt in her mind that once
beginning, she would complete her education and
become a denturist. “There was no ‘if’ in it for
me,” she declared. “If I make my mind up to go for
something, I do it; I will get there.”
In 2004 Cindi received her denturist license and
immediately opened a clinic in Prineville. “I did a lot
of research while going to school and decided that
Prineville was the place to go, and since opening my
practice it has consistently grown.” Her business
success led to the opening of a second clinic in
nearby Sisters in 2011.

“There was no
‘if’ in becoming
a denturist
for me. If I
make my mind
up to go for
something, I
do it. I will get
there.”

Cindi traces her success in part to a strong
professional referral base. “Most of my dental
referrals come from area dentists who have taken
the time to sit down with me to find out what I am
all about and connect with me first on a personal
level, then professionally. I have become personally
close to a number of these people and feel truly
blessed to have developed this level of relationship
with my professional referral sources. They have
become friends of mine.”
Cindi also attributes her success to a strong need
to please. “My goal is to help patients socially,
physically and emotionally so they feel comfortable
laughing, smiling and eating in public. I have patients
come into my office distraught because of their
teeth or appearance,” she continues, “and the day
I put new dentures in their mouth they just can’t
thank me enough. I think that is the best reward I
can get. It touches my heart.”
She considers many of her patients to be friends as
well. As tokens of this friendship many bring her
lions (her Prineville clinic is known as Roar Denture
Center). “One patient brought me a tiny, antique
lion; others bring me lion photographs, stuffed
lions or lions that squeak or roar. It’s amazing that
patients can be out shopping somewhere and think
of me. How many times do we think about our
continued on page 7
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Difficult Task - Strong Fiber cont. from page 3
The bar was blocked out (Locator blockout), and
the Locator metal housings with yellow processing
males (Figure 4) were seated into position.

The polymer inside the Mesh was activated with a
thin mix of methyl methacrylate, and the invisible
Mesh was placed onto the surface of the denture.
A second small rectangle of Mesh was placed offangle to provide fracture resistance in multiple
planes. The Mesh and acrylic were polymerized
and finished. (Figure 7)

Figure 4

The denture was processed and finished. The
thin areas of acrylic surrounding the Locator Male
attachments concerned the Technician (James
Davidge, James Dean Prosthetic Arts, Grover Beach
CA), so multidirectional invisible Perma Mesh
(Figure 5) was utilized.
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Figure 7

The patient was presented with a light, strong,
esthetic fiber reinforced prosthesis. (Figure 8)

Page 1

Figure 5

Multi-directional fiber is ideal if the direction of
the fracture forces vary or are unknown. The area
to place the Mesh was lightly scored (Figure 6) and
then painted with monomer.
Figure 8

Figure 6
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Spring Meeting cont. from page 1

Denturist Profile cont. from page 5

Included among planned spring conference
activities was a meeting of the OSDA Board of
Directors, at which two of the important topics
discussed and acted upon were of particular
importance.

doctor when we’re shopping?”

First, the OSDA has a new Vice-President. Due
to purchasing a practice in Seattle, OSDA VicePresident Michael Holden submitted his resignation
from this position and the board. Medford-area
and long- time OSDA board member Teri Eplett
was elected to fill the vacancy.
Then there was defining a new term. Part of
the process of writing administrative rules that
support the newly expanded scope of Oregon
denturist practice includes the need to define
a now-important term, the “non-orthodontic
appliance.” The board endorsed a definition
proposed by Board of Denture Technology (BDT)
members Shawn Murray, Dave Dahl and John
Cooper that reads “any removable appliance that
is not designed to move teeth.” This definition will
be considered by the BDT and Health Licensing
Agency at its next scheduled meeting.
Looking ahead, plans are now underway to
prepare for the fall OSDA conference, scheduled
for October 19-20 at the Portland Airport
Embassy Suites Hotel. Attendees can expect not
only a new venue, but possibly a different format
as well. OSDA Education Subcommittee Chair
Nels Hvass is working to develop a program that
will include an extended case study, expanded
hands-on experience opportunities and perhaps
small group presentations by vendor associate
members. Details are yet to be finalized, and more
information will be made available in the very near
future. In the meantime, mark your calendars
and plan to attend what promises to be another
valuable educational opportunity provided by the
Oregon State Denturist Association.

In addition to running her denturist offices Cindi
has been actively involved with the International
Congress of Denturists (ICD), an affiliation of
Oregon denturists who regularly convene study
groups at the Oregon School of Dentistry. For
the last 3 years she has coordinated their annual
continuing education conference. “A denturist
cannot be overeducated,” she believes. “As
we become more highly educated the level of
(professional) respect we receive will continue
to increase. And I absolutely think that our
education requirements should grow along with
our expanded scope of practice. I love that we
can do sleep appliances and think there should be
an educational requirement that goes along with
that.”
“I would love to see Oregon get a denturist school;
one exclusively for us that works likes Bates
(Technical College in Tacoma Washington) does
and supports itself with its own clinic.”

“A denturist
cannot be
overeducated.
As we become
more highly
educated the
respect we
receive will
continue to
increase.”

Looking towards the future Cindi sees blue skies
and great opportunity for denturism. “We are
going to continue to grow as a profession,” she
believes. “Eventually, perhaps not during my career,
we will be the main provider of services for
edentulous patients.”
Cindi’s train is most certainly back on the tracks,
carrying on board adoring patients and respectful
dental professionals. Through heartfelt caring, drive
and determination, she has become a successful
professional in her own right. “To go from who I
was then to who I am now is amazing.” Her goal
for the future? “to keep doing what I’m doing and
try to get better at it.”
Call today for our special introductory offer for you and your patients!
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1241 Oak Street
Eugene, OR 97401

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
OSDA Fall 2012 Conference
October 20 - 21, 2012
at

Embassy Suites, Portland, Oregon

Plan to join your colleagues at this entertaining
location for a valuable training event.
Call Joe Coss at 503-705-2466 for more information.

See You in Portland!

